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Categories: The Imperfect but Indispensable Tools

. 7
A story that has Served long and well to illustrate a basic

point in semantics goes something like this: Three baseball umpires

o

were discussing how they reach decisions when judging baseball games.

The first umpire said, "Some are strikes'; some are bal ; and I call

them as they are." The second umpire said; "Some are strikes; some

are balls; and I call them as I see them." The third umpire said,

"Some may be called strikes and some may be called balls, but they

arent anything until I call them."

In trlking about research/evaluation instead of baseball, the

different views of reality represented by the umpires in the story are

still with us. The first umpire Would,probably say that some prOjec 4

is or is not research, as if he were making a simple factual statement.

The second umpire holds the same basit beliefs as the first, except he

recognizes that his observaeionalTowera are not infallible. -It is only

umpire three who appreciates lly the creative power of the label or

category. Give .the variety of research labels now in use throughout
*. \

the literature, the researCh.cateiertes used. in this chapter should be

viewed through the eyes of umpire number thrpe; not as haliing the qual-

ity of correctness, but, hopefully, ashavingthe qualit of utility.

Overview of the Chapter

First, a fundamental distinction is made between basic re-

search seeking new, generalizable knowledge) and adminirPrative research

2
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providing information useful to decision-makers who havp a mission to

perform). Attention is then given to four types of administrative

research: background research, formative research, summative research,

and policy research. Having thus subdivided a complex process into

an4Yiic categories, a concluding series of questions and comments.-

about a hypothetical ETV prOgram will put the separate parts back into

their natural inter-relationships.

The disproportionate emphasis on administrative research does

reflect a value judgment, ridt,on the superiority of one research method

or philosophy over another,but on what will be most relevant to the

needs of an ETV administrator.
AdministratiVe research should help

people make decisions and solve problems. The various'categories of,

. research discussed here, therefore, should serve as an inventory bf ways

that research can be useful.

Basic Research

az,

In general, ETV organizations are not directly involved in
4 ,

basic communication research; therefore the bulk of this chapter will

Inot deal directlyrwith this category. Basic research is, however, a

useful point of reference for describing; contrasting, and understand-
,

ing the administratively oriented research more typical of ETV .opera-

tions, so it will be discussed first.

Basic research issometimes called "Pure"'research or

theoretical 'research. . A distinguishing characteristiC is its primary

purpose: increasing generalizable knowledge and understanding of basic

principles through, the donstruction, testing, and validation of theories

(explanations' of relationships). PredictiopS are derived logically from



tile theories for empirical tests in a research design; The major
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research-criteria are internal, validity (Can the results be interpreted

unambiguously?), external validity (Are the findings generalizable?),

and theoretic releVance (Was the right question asked in the first

plWce? Was the theoretic explanation actually tested in this set of

observations?).
c7,

In basic research, stimulus materials would be valued, not

izfor what they\ but ut for the theoretical conditionsIthat they

? . . 1 -9.-,.,

represent. Buppose basic researcher is studying t4evised violence

and its effects. As part of his experimental requir rents, he uses a

.,
,.t

'/

film clip of a brutal fight scene. Does this researcher have any

..

interest in this particular fight scene per se? No;'It c as chosen from

an number of alternative film clips that could repr sent the needed

degreA of violence. The researcher''s interest would be in getting the

required levels of violence clearly and efficiently represented so that

his experimental results can be unambiguous. The particular fight scene

employed, and/or the movie from which it was.taken, is of little or no

ultimate interes\ to the basic researcher. Later, it will be seen that

this contrasts markedly with the administrative researcher, whose

interest will be in a particular program as a program, not as replace-

able representative of some theoretic condition.

Basic research thrives in a disciplinary vironment, where it

serves to develop the discipline. Minixjal con' tibns needed to estab-

lish a discipline would appear to be: !'(1)'= cohesive set of variables

!,

With which the disciplin w\ ill be conte e ; (2) an accepted research

o i
methodology or set of methodologies s/ed to explore relationships among

those variables; an (3) a body ofikheoretical knowledg;1Eit describes

.4-
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and explains in generalizable terms the relationships among variables,
as established by the disciplinary research. The cutting edge of
disciplinary growth and change is

basic /"pure "/.theoretical resea
Many disciplinary

underpinnings for ETV can be found:
psychology, social psychology,

sociology, political science, econ

ch.

e.g.,

Mics,etc., plus a host of creative and performing arts. I have urged else-where (Mielke,1972) a sensitivity to contributions from a wide varietyof established
disciplines, but not a. total reliance on them for the

basic research to devleop the theories and principles needed in applied
communication

organizations such as ETV.
Mediaprinciples and'practices,O

especially production practices, seem to be of only peripheral interestto most of,the
non-applied contributing disciplines. Were it not forthe still- emerging field

of communication
research, this would leave

unexamined a host of basic
research questions that seek to probe scien-

tifically the nature and potential of media such as television. Repre-sentative of the modest but growing body of basic
communication litera-ture of research and theory that deals

explicitly with mediaZaCter-
istics is the work of Gavriel Salomon (e.g., Salomon and Snow, 1968;
Salomon, 1970, 1972).

Rather than engaging Primarily in basic research, ETV organi-
zations typically have' some social action

mission assigned to them.
Sometimes the E(TV programmer can find guidance for his day-to-day
operations from

baSic,theory and research; sometimes not. If a basic
researcher is studying how people of various ages and aptitudes learnto read, and if the ETV

programmer has been assigned the mission of
reducing illiteracy, then the theoretical insights of the basic
researcher should be of great practical value to the ETV programmer.

If

5
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In other situations, it may be far more difficult to determine the

direct implications. for ETV policy and practice from basic research.

Administrative Research

Techniques of inquiry can be-and are used for purposes-other

than basic research theory construction, and disciplinary development.

Such techniques are also means of generating the data and information

required for rational decision-making in administrative structures such

as ETV organizations. This entire category of research designed to

assist decision-making is being called administrative research.

There are some general characteristics that can distinguish

administrative research from the basic research discussed earlier. the

basic researcher sets his,own constraints (the limits of his problem,

the techniques to be employed, the factors to study, the factors to

ignore, etc.), for the most part. The administrative researcher gene-

rally starts his work with most of these constraints assigned to him.

Decision-making requirements dictate the problem and set constraints on

what can be an acceptable answer.

The basic researcher deals with some form of the question:

What is the effect of X on Y? Contrast this with the ETV administra-

tive researcher's typical questions: Is there a need for this program?

Is there an audience for.this program? Will the target audience pay

attention to this program?" Will they comprehend it? ,Is)one replay

enough? Shouldtle continue the program next year? Has the program

met its objectives?

Guttentag (1971) writes: "Evaluation research always involves

a judgment of the worthwhileness of some activity. At the outset,

(i!
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therefore, it is quite diffeient from the explicit value-free position

of experimental research" (p. 76). (Note that Guttentag's statement

does not imply a value-free position of the experimental researchers

themselves.) In some form, administrative decision-making, and the

administrative research that backs ittup, deals with "the best way" (a

value position) to allocate resources in order tomeet some objective

(with the objective being an accepted value position). All components

of the organization, research included, are manifestations of a general

commitment to find the "best" way to do a "good" thing.

Administrative research (sometimes called evaluation) deals

with decision-making. There are also decisions to be made in basic

research, of course, but they are formalized in advance to conform with

procedures for hypothesis acceptance or rejection. Ideally,

in theory construction and' disciplinary development,_ basic researchers

shoUld have the ability, even the responsibility, to hold commitments

and beliefs in abeyance until there is sufficient supportive experimental

evidence. Typically, the administrative researcher will not have the

option to hold decision- making in abeyance. There is usually a finite
Ae

set of options, with'ehe decision-maker having to choose from that set

' on the basis of all the evidence, logic, intuitions, expeVience, advice,

and value judgments at his command.

In basic research, there is more or less a sole reliance on

evidence that has met the disciplinary requirements of acceptability.

In 'administrative decision-making, the research evidence is one input

alongside several others to be considered in the decision-making process.

In such "mother" disciplines as psychology, the controlled

experiment is regarded highly, and rightful=ly so (see, e.g., Campbell,

1:*

'7
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1957; Kerlinger, 1965). To reduce extrane us uences, the basic

researcher will devise stringent controls that a t t to hold all

things equal or accounted for in two or more groups -- except some care-

fully manipulated factor. That "factor" will be %theoretic variable

that is expected to make a difference. If a difference does occur, the

good design will allow one to attribute the difference to the manipulated

independent variable, because alternative explanations of the difference

will have been made unlikely' through careful' controls. Although an

oversimplified summary statement of expefimental logic, this does allow

us to contrast the administrative research situation. Through the eyes

a basic researcher in psychology, the ETV administrative researcher

would not have sufficfen control over the stimulus (the TV program

the subjects (the.audience or the students), the design (the conditions

of exposure), or even the de endent variable measurements (the criterion

tests). The introduction-of ETV usually means a whole new system for

doing things. Not on, but many new factors or variables are involved.

These factors are confounded and interrelated, and they make it very

difficult to apply experimental log To a basic researcher, require-

ments of a rigorous design would erride in importance the basic mission

of.a TV, piogram. To an administrative researcher in ETV, maintenance of

the basic mission of an ongoing program or series would override the

demands of a'rigorous experimental design.

All research, basic or administrative, costs money, but the

conscious consideration of cost vs.payoff in research sews to be

greater in administrative research. Conceivably; almost any reasonable

administrative datum can be acquired for a price. The value'judgment

the administrator must make is how much of the systeth's resources can

8
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be expended to find out something. This hits home immediately in ETV .

when, fOr example, a $10,000 program might cost half that mucro
,w\

evaluatproperly. Therein lies one reason (but not the only reason)

for a paucity of true experimental conditions being met in ETV adminis-

trative research. Sometimes administrative research is criticized for

methodological compromises as if the researchers were unaware of what

more ideal conditions might be, when in fact the compromise was dictated

by expediency and economies. There is a considerable difference between

the researcher who compromises in ignorance and the researcher who knows

good research procedures and design, but must reluctantly deviate froili

the ideal in order to accomplish a mission.

Foepurposes of administrative research in ETV, classical

experiments fail on several counts. Consider the following:

1. In exerting experimental control over the stimulus (the

TV program), it may be simplified to'the point where it no longer repre-

sents real world situations. Experiments that utilize visuals consist-

ing of stick figures or simple line drawings, for example, are suspect

in this regard.

'2. In an experimental design set up to measure effects of,

say, an entire series of ETV programs, oth --fctors such as reception

conditions, post-viewing reinforcemeq, etc., would have to be held

constant throughout the series. If changed in midstream, it would be

difficult to separate program effects from effects of the other sources

E

'of variance. Typically, an administrator would not talerate this holding ,

11.pattern if he saw something obviously going wrong. He would,feel duty

bound to improve his program as soon as possible-/end as much as possible.

The experiment, per se, could yield no interim feedback for. purposes of

r
r
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corrective change. TA experiment, then, can yield an after-the-fact/

judgment or "post mortem" on the series, but this is probably not the

primary inforniatiorPneedof'the administrator.
1.1

3. In some experimental designs, the control group require-

ment means.that a certain group should receive no treatment. This can
.

bet an ethical,dilemma for the administrator who, almot by definition,
.

/i/

r6
.

believes in the value of his program. If the program s.to bring good

and needed results, should a group be deprived of exposure just to per-

mit a clean-cut experimental assessment of effects? In ETV as well at

in medicinle and crime prevention, etc., the administor's under-

standable response "Imuld often have to be "no."

4. Repeatedly, the requirements of tight design are impossi-

ble to implement in ongoing programs. For instance,/subjects should be

drawn from a target population and assigned to experimental treatment

groups at random: This is, usually impossible in-situations where.the

researcher must work at theonvenience of the education program,

rather than vice versa.

5. The very rigor that gives experimental design its power

also serves to shut ovt information that comes in forms outside the
IP

'scope of the experiment. That is,- experimental conclusions will be on

thbasis of quantitative measurement of the'dependent variable. Any,

insights that are not reflected in that measurement have no effect on

the conclusion.

9

At least on the surface, then, there seems to be a great amount
4

of incompatibility between the values of basic research and the values:,,

of administrative research. Indeed, several have stated in some fashion

that good basic research tends to make bad administrative research

10
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(Guttentag, 1971; Stufflebearr, 1967; Guba, 1969). The position taken

c."-- here is conciliatory. 'In particular, the values of theory and the logic

of r grousscientific research should not be forgotten,°ignored, or

disdained by the administrative researcher. Kurt Lewin's proposition

..

that "there is nothing so practical as a good theorY" st$11 holds, true

for the admintstrative
researcher, as.does the desirability of unam-

biguous results. If- Program A is working and Program is not working,-

it is aaministratively necessary-to be aware of that act. Even more

helpful in tetras of future policy and 'practice, how ver, would be a.

compelling explanation of that was so. Such i the value .0f) theOry.

Even better would le such an. explanation backed with unequivocal °

empirical support. Such is the value of theory and scientific research

working together.

,Instead of the term "administrativ research" used here,

Stufflebeam,7et (1971) use "evaluation,/ which they define as "the

process of delineating, obtaining, and pro, siding useful information for

judging decision alternatives" (xxv). The authors make a succinct

statement on the underlying reasons ford similarities or differences,

between research and evaluation, and eir statement serves as a

fitting conclusion to this section:

1

The purpose of research is to provide new knowledge,
and its methodology is designed to produce-knowledge that
is universally valid. The purpose of evaluation, how:.
ever, is to delineate, btain, and provide informati n
fOr making edueational decisions. This information is
not necessarily new k owleige, and even more impottan
it is highly partitu ristic and specific to a decisiOn
situation, rather th n generalizable Ito many or all '.

settings.- Thus, ev luatiOn methodolOgy is not necessarily
designed to produce universally val4 information, but
information that lft v9lid.and useful' within the decision-.
Making context. nsofar as the decision-making context
is highly genera zable and the intent is to provide

.
.

1
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new infoimation withou precedent, the purposes
and methodologies of r search and evaluatioemay
be equated (p. 140; em hases in the original).

Types of Administrative Research

With the generic categories of basic research and adminitra-
,

tive research introduced and contrasted abovev the exposition continues

now to subdivisions of administrative seseatch.. For a variety of
P

situations, consider what decision it is that must be made, who must

xi. .

make it, what informatiop or data they need to make it, and what general

principles or rules of decision-making they,can, do, dshou1d:apply ins

reaching a decision. One can reason through such a set of questions

0
and arrive at his own set of categories for administrative research.

Chances are that the set would look' something like\tht four ,categories

below. Mare or fewer subdiv,ision tril.d,be made (rpcallithe ppening_

anecdote about the three baseball umpires) but the folloWingsategorrbs

allow distinctions to be made that are believed to beiinpartant:

A. Background research

B. Formative research

C. Summai ive research

D. Policy research.

Background Research

A
;4

Something is needed to distinguish an important, category of

administrative research that is or can be independent of'a partioularl.

TV program, ?product, or mission. It 3s called "background-research"-

here; it cost also be called "planning'reaearch".or "contextual

research." For ETV, an important objective of background r,'search

would be general knowledge about the real.and potential audience.

\

a
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Consider sueh,questions as the folloving

0

1. What is the coverage area bf our unable TV signail
-

2. Haw many working receivers are contained

signal area? Where ae they' located? Who had access

to them?

. What-is thP demographic composition of the total 1

population, the potential TV audience, and the .

typical TV audience?

The three questions above typify a hOstof considerations that are

indispensable injaying'outligeneraI ETV programming strategieb ration-

5,

In highly Industrialized sodietiesealth.of general
,referew data is spppliedthrough business and government agencies.

There are'slse specialized data °services for-6roadcasters and adver.,w.

tisers.'-1, Even 'so,,special background research studieb must frequently

be commissionedt With a decreaspWac'cess to standard, reference data,
...) , ,4, Q

4
there will be,an increase in the need to conduct original background

research. .Through data on suet\ questions-ps the following,.backgrou4

research can be helpful in suggesting programming z edsz

Within various dempgraphic. Sub-categories'.

4 _.. . Nowhat interperSonal and mass media sources

do people turn for advice on topics,#, B, and C?

5 laat are the areas of greatest concern?

6 what do people perceive'as their greatest informa-

Utilizing such questions, Mendelsohn (1968, 1969, 1971)has'pioneered

in using,both demographic and psychologiCal data as feedbaCk to ,;-)

13
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planning process in the area of social amelioration programming foT,.

.televidion. In his Denver. project (1968), fOr example, he determined

through audience surveys that many mothers had sole responsibility fir -

their hoilseho ds, were worried about money and health problems, and . .

didn't now how or where to find assistance. These results provilded
0.

guidelines to the writers and producers. Mendelsohn sometimeslound

that the facts'gatnered throu such empirical background research

contradicted the estimates of "expert" consultants.

Background research is also needed after a general program-

ming strategy has been determined. Suppose, for whatever, reasons, that

the administrator is committed to produce an iTV series on agrarian

reform, but no,specifics as to scope or style of presentation have yet .

4(

been-decided. Consider the administrative utility of answers to the

following questions, for eliample:

Within various demographic sub-categories . . .

t

4.,
. .

Z what'
.

is presently known about modern agrarian

practices? What general misconceptions are apparent? What

are the largest gaps of knowledge?

8. . . . . what attitudet are held toward agrarian reform?

The ETV programmer must reach the target audience member on his (the

target audience member's,) terms, and objective background research data

can illuminate the dimensionsiof this task. Consider, for example, the

programming implications for almost any social amelioration ETV series;

given a situation such asithat'found by ehe.Paraguayan researcher Juan

Dize Bodenave (1965). Bodenave interviewed 221 peasant farmers who

lived about two hours' diatance from Recife, Brazil. At the time of the
,

study. (1963), Recife, a state capitol, had almos,t_g million inhabitants.
o

14
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ti

His study revealed that . . .

94% of the peasants did not know that coffee
wao the principal export product Of Brazil;

. . . 807.1m0 no definition for the word "democracy";
. . ."73% had not heard of Fidel Castro;
. . . 65% had no idea of what a dollar was;
. . . 48% had not heard the name of the President

of Brazil.

Formative Research

The terms "fOrmative evaluation" and "summative evaluation"

'4

originated with Michael Scriven (1967), although the underlying concepts

predate these particular -labels which are now in common use. Formative
.V/

-research/evaluation deals in generaL,with product or program improvement; 4
1

it functions to provide evaluative feedback to the production staff

while there is still time to incorporate this information and change

the program. Formative redearch.applies to the formation or formative

stages of a program or product. Summatrve research, on the otherltd,

reports only.after the program (or subdivisAn thereof) s campleted;,

it, evaluated,vafter the fact, the extent to which the pr gram'(or

division thereof) fulfilled its objectives. Stake (1967I`added pier

cision to Scriven's termsby contz4sting the'criteria to which forma-
.

tive 'and summative evaluations are oriented. Formative evaluatiofi is

oriented to'"developerLauthor-publishercriteria. and standards." (In

'the ETV setting, we would probably substitute writer, producer, direc-,

tor.) Summative evaluation, or the other hand, is oriented to

n
consumer-administrator-teacher criteria and standards." (In ETV we

would probably add "sponsoring agency.")

Formative research; like all administrative research, should

be an aid 11 decision-making. The various categories of administrative

-. 15
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Ct'
research being discussed reflect various categories of decisions that

administtators must make. In the ETV formative research category, the

decisions deal mostly with message design. The major consumer of

formative research is the production staff. The needs of production

dictate the agenda for formative research. "The criterion by which

formative research is Judged is the extent to which it was useful to

the production department in improving the program. Producers will not

set out purposefully to make programs that are boring or incomprehensi-

ble, but, fore variety of reasons, such misfortunes do occur. Part of

. the problem may be a reliance on person A's opinion of what person B

will enjoy, understand,:pay"aetention to, learn from, or bey persuaded

',by; in other words; relianCe on intuition'br advice as a substitute for

actual ta rget audienceQreacnion. In evaluative iesearch, there is
.

.

, -,_ .. .

ultimately no riubstItut.e for the reactions'of the target audience it

bell.
.

In program improvement (as oppOsedto pedorming.ao autopsy': \

_
aftet tIle'resocirbes have already been spent), thbre is also.nO substA:

tute for getting-this reaction in time to 'all. corcective .action:
,

Rapid, sdateined feedback to the producers, based on representative
" P

audience reaction, is probably the major contributipn that formative

research can make.to the administrative system.

If the purpose of the production staff working with formative

research data is to improve the program, and if the major program

elements under the cdhtfol of the roduction staff are the stimulus

elements (i.e., the Style and content of the TV program), it follows

1 6

that formative research in ETV should hive stimulus implications.

Perhaps it seems strange to make a special point of being relevant to

pr oduction needs, but, historically, ETV research has not been very

a
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sensitive to4the produEer's "needs, and producers have,.fOr the most

part, Ignored research findings. However, experience has shbwn (see,
,

.`for example, Palmer and Connell,' 1970) that production staffs will Use

research data when it is relevant tar their day-to-day problems and
'0.

detisions, whictkis precisely the function of fofmative research.. No

one who has given serious thought,to the,communication process would

argue that stimulus control. equates with contrOl over effects, becaUse

this would ignore what the-audienceicontributes 0 communication effects.

/Tile stimulus (the program), however, is the one thing that cab be con-

trolled -c4rettly,by the ETV stafBktand considerale attention should

therefore be given to it.

This production orientation often leadeIto a research product

that is quite different frOm the boisic'research described earlier. For

example, in order to get research that can be relaed to the deaisions

actually made by TV producers and directors, moment-by-moment effects

data are frequently, gathered. Whereas moat people would probably not

instinctively think of evaluating the 17th minute of a, program in com-

parison to the 16th minute, this relates precisely t6 the.complex series

of decisions made by a TV director, The physical television program

Ultimately results from a complex, moment-by-moment series, of production

decidions made by.,V dirictor. To modify and improve a television

program is to change some of these decisions. In this context, moment--
by-moment formative reseaich data function quite logically to help

locate the specific production decisions that need to be 'changed.

Consider now the issue of what effect(s), when related to

stimulus variables, will be most helpful to the TV producer. What kinds

of measures will yield the.most insight? Perhaps the most obvious



criterion measur 4 (effects measure$) would be the terminal program

objectives. task,here would be to relate stimulus vSriab .es Ito

performance variables derived from the goals for the program Gropper

et al" (196.) conducteda study (one of a series of excellent studies)

designed o measure th amount of improvement that could be brought to-

a telev sed lesson by/pretesting and subsequently modifying the lesson.

Two to t lessons were recorded and pretested among a representative

grou of students. ',The tests were based directly on the instructional

objectives. Test results were analyzed item by item alongside.playbacks,
o

of the recorded i struction in an attempt to discover the preci e points

of instructional, inadequacy and the and flying reasons for the tudent

difficulties. his analysis constituted the recommendation for prp-
.

gram revision, Land a new recording was made. With a considerabl degree
#.

of rigor and contro., performance'on'the original instruction wasu com-
v

pared with performer e on the revised instruction; demonstrating mprove-

ments in performance ranging,fron92to 26 'percent as a function of the

one revision.

The Situation' above involved in-school elecasts with rela-

tively homogeneou$ groups of tudents in a supervised setting; the

students were a "captio: audience. The heterogeneous, anonymous.; non-

caPtIVe'audience that must be attracted to view presents yet another
j

formative research problem. Here,P the formative researcher- may find it

necessary to work back from the terminal objectives to the\necessary-

prerequisites of the terminal objecti.ires -- prerequisites such as s 3111

attention and comprehension. unlike face-to-face'communication, there
I. .

is no opportunity in televisioni(except in special two-way systems) to

detect evidence of audience ina tention or lack of comprehension during

18
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the presentation, and thus no opportunity to take immediate corrective

action. Therefore, attention and comprehension cannot simply be

assumed. The producers-need an advance estimate of these factors,.'

based on program pretests among representative audience members.

Unless the program is attended to, there is no point in

further exploration of comprehension or achieving program objectives.

Children's Television Workshop (CTW) employs a technique called the

Distractor Method to determine the "attention profile" of programs or

program segments (Reeves, 1970). A child in such.a formative tesearch

test would have within his field of vision two thing's to look at: (l)

the TV program being tested, or (2) a'series of color slides projec,ted.

on a rear screen, with the slides changing every few seconds. Actual '

looking behavior (toward the test program or toward the "distracting"

slides) is measured on a quantitative scale repeatedly over time, thus

yielding the attention profile. Other recent reports that incorporate

observational techniques of actual viewing behavior are Bertram (1971)

and Ward (1971).

One of the earliest systematic approaches to diagnostic,

moment-by-foment analyses of program effects utilized a device called

a program analyzer, through which'test audience members could, during
/

the actual-tonitoring of a program register interest or disinterest

(or other reactions) on a continuous basis by means of push buttons.

Lazarsfeld, who along with Frank Stanton developed grogram analyzer

procedures, feels that the procedures are still very useful for what

in this chapter would be called formative research:

Perhaps suet] a device is most useful for finding
out reactions to programs not yet on the air. With the

proper research design-it would provide one way of

19
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studying the detailed reactions of unsophisticated
viewers to sophisticated programming, and can pro-
vide clues to the serious problem of raising the
level of sophistication. Program aftlysis has been
used primarily to change the content,qf progfams, to
edit or delete difficult parts, to avoid the so-called.
boomerang effect; however, it could as well play a
role in helping to locate people's viewing difficul-
ties. If we could learn something about the stumbling
blockdsless-educated people have when viewing; let us
say, a serious play -- and the program analyzer pro-
vides a useful technique for getting at this -- we
could then experiment to find out,Whether'supplemen-
tary,aids, like program materials, or an introductory
discussion of the play, have any noticeable effect
(1.azarsfeld, 1971, pp. 197-198).

Belson (1967) notes the significant gap in education and

technical sophistication that typically separates the broadcaster, and'

his audience. Thismeans'that the broadcaster's estimate of what the

audience can comprehend should be, if not suspect; at least subject to

empirical test. As is the case for all formative research.-such tests

do not necessarily involve complex techniques. Belson, for example,

finds great utility in presenting program material (radio Or Tv) td,

people brought' together specifically for the testing exercise, then

,

asking them specific (written) questions over the material. Correct

answers to the questions would indicate comprehension of that part of

fhe program. If the proportion of comprehenston is low, the major

'N\\formative research effort would be to analyze theNpatterns of miscom-

preheniion so as to get insight int64.what is needed to improve program

comprehensibility. .Formative r earchers'at Child4en's Telev ion

Workshop can obtain comprehension e ta fruit individual subject

a moment-by-moment basis by stopping the .(recorded) presentatidn in

mid-program and asking questions targeted to the immedtetely'preceding

information (Palmer, 1972).

2 0
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Formative research on
comprehension is not restricted to

'verbal content; it can also probe the comprehension of production con-

ventions and a variety of nonverbal content. -Chu and Schramm (1967,

pp. 137-140) discuss one aspect of this area of comprehension: the

problem of communicating.with
verbally and/or visually illiterate

people. They cite a variety of studies in which pictd'rial conventions

were not understood (e.g., use_of close-ups,
showing only part of an-

object, etc.) and conclude: "We would be taking too much for granted,

if we assumed that people having different
experiences with visual

images
wOuld.he a film or still picture the way we do" (pp. 138- 139)..

The more sophisticated the encoding of meaning by way of symbolism and

production techniques,
the greater the risk of miscomprehension or lack

of comprehension at the decoding end. Theoretical issues dealing with

the "latiguage" or the "grammar" of film and televisiOn cannot be dis-

cussed here, but the interested reader may refer to Wollen (1969); Davis

(1960); Spottiswoode
(1959);,Wliitaker (1970);

and Pryluck (1968) for

various poiipts of view. The point to be made here is that ara meaning,

intentional or unintentional, verbd1 or nonverbal, that is encoded in a

television program
should be a potential candidate for formative research

in comprehension.

TV can communicate in a number of ways simultaneously because

the nonverbal channels are so-unregeraina with this medium. Much non-

verbal' behavior is the product of informal cultural norms that are not

codified formally but are nevertheless
faithfully taught,

learned, NO

,

.

adhered to within a culture (see, e.g., Hall, 1989). For the same

...,..

.

reasons that it iS possible for someone in culture A to insult or offend

a perion in culture B (i.e., violate his.uncodified
cultural norms)

21
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through the unwitting exercise of nonverbal communication, it is pos-

sible"for unintended messages to be conveyed nonverbally via TV. The

greater the cultural diversity between producer and audience, the

greater the potentialiproblem.' Again, formative xeaearch can be help-

ful. Programs can be pretested on the target audience for the purpose

of finding out what unintended and undesired messages might be con-

tained. Random saMples.sof the,target audience would usually not be

required here, and not necessarily even large samples., Ira norm were

truly universal (adhered to without exception) within a cultural cate-

gory, it follows that even one representative audience member could

indicate if a pretest TV program was offensive or subjectto misinter-

pretation. If management has more of a need for general and sustained

feedback reactions within a cultural group or subgroup than for the

specific pretest data mentioned above, it should be fairly simple tor----r-N,

set up voluntary viewing panels from the target audience who,could pro:-

vide evaluative feedback on a sustained basis, including reactions to.

.nonverbal aspects of the programming.

From the discussion and examples above should be apparent

that formative research in ETV can,take.ma40 forms. The unif*ng theme- , ,

,

w
is that such research or evaluative data. should be of utility to decisicn

,

makers in the production-programming area. Formative research should

help them improIe their product, the TV 'program. The logic of each sit-

uation will dictate whether such formative. research feedback must come

before a program -is aired or whether it can still' serve a useful forma-,

tive research function after being broadcast (as, for example, in the

case where evaluatiVe feedback from an early program in a series.can-.

affect production decisions for later prolirams in the series).
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Doth background research and-formative research should wOrk

toward giving the ETV program a reasonable chance of achieving its

objectives. Research reports in these two categories are usually not

of interest to the general public or even to agencies outside the

L'oactftst operation, hor do they specify what, if anything, was gainedI'

from the ETV expenditure. There may be temptations, therefore,1/4to

place research money in more "visible" categories. All too frequently,

critical pre-broadcast decisions are short-changed in terms of resources

devoted to research.

Summative Research

Summative research, as indicated in the previous section,

assesses the extent to which program objectives were achieved. The
0 sponsor, the administrative 'staff, the consumer, and frequently the

general public are interested in chese evaluations. "How well did it

do?" is an inherently int,ceresting question. Issues of high importance
in formative research (e.g., does format X or format Y hold attention

better for audience group Z?) may not even be, mentioned in summative

research, because they belong to a different chain of dectisions and

decision makers. However, when the station manager asks "should I
d

cancel this program or con ue it?"; when the head of a government

agency asks " should I fund this TV sere' another season or not?";

when a school principal asks "should I commit-my school to this TV

series for next year or continue as before?"; the need for an overall

assessment of effectivenes is obvious.

In some form, summative research must be based on a specifica-

tion of objectives for the program or series. BelSon's comments below
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we-re Made in the context of comprehension teats, but they apply with

equal relevance to summative_research:

It is necessary fight at the start to develop a
clear idea abdut at the program material is supposed
to be telling eople. It is not unfair to say that at
times this can be difficult to ascertain even with the
script available for careful study. With lengthy or \
complex material it'may be necessary for the question
designer to check with the writer himself in drder to
ensure that his-interpretation of the message is what
the broadcaster intended,(Belson, 1967, p. 126).

The situation implied it Belson s comments is not ideal, but it may well'

be typical. Theimfortunate implication is that the essential program-
.

ming and production decisions were made before objectives were specified,

or at least before ,the evaluation team was consulted. The situation

where the evaluator must-look at a finished program and their infer what

;he specific objectives must have been, so he can then design an

instrument to check performance, has happened all too often:

A better model would be the summative research procedures
CA

followed at Children's Television Workshop for the program Sesame Street

(Ball and Bogatz, 1970; Bogatz and Ball, 1971). At the beginning, con-

tent and production experts were consulted to develop program objectives

that met the social need and were appropriate for the television medium.

A few illustrative behavioral objectives for the 3-5 year target audience
4

of Sesame Street were

1. Matching of letters: "Given a printed letter
the child can select the identical letter from a set
of printed letters" (Bogatz and Ball, 1971, Appendix B).

. .

2. 'Recognition of numbers between 1 and 20:
"Given the verbal label for a numeral the child can
_select the appropriate numeral fpri3A,set-.set

numerals" (Bogatz ap4.1301-9 Appendix B).

24
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3. Visual discrimin'ation; "Given a form the child

can find fts counterpart embedded in apicture or draw-

ihg" (Bogatz and Ball, 1971, Appendix B.

From the beginning, ehe summative research team was working on the
0

1

test battery which was, in effect, the operational definition of'pro-

gram objectives. The test battery would include, for example, the

actual letters for matching, the numbers for recognizing, and the

embedded figures for"finding. Through a.lengthy prebroadcast period
.

of planning (which ii ideal, but not typical),,, the summative research

tivt
battery was developed and administered;to target audience groups

for baseline data. Summati.me research was. not an afterthought, but

was an integral part. of the process right from the start. There are

many examples of summative research-on television programs, of course,

but the wide diitribution of Sesame Street around the world makes it a

good source of examples.

Certain differences of emphasis on how to relate to behavioral

a '

objectives should be noted, especially as these involve summative re-

40

search. Fora useful introduction to the case in favor "of 'behavioral

objectives, see
.

Mager (1962). The general premise on which behavioral

objectives are supported is that one must know What he means by success

and, through explicit'criteria, be able to recognize success or failure

when he sees it before success or failure of a program cah be determined.

In a scientific sense, such recognition implies,observable behavior and

acceptable measurement procedures. While on its face'this seems en-

tirely,non-controversial, several problems can emerge. If there is no
15.S.

acceptable measuring instrume t for effect X, some might argue that .

effect X cannot be considered o e way or the other. Yee such restric-

tions can be contrary-Co common exPlrience or common sense.- For

a 25



.example, it is doubtful that a music instructor would give up his

commitment to music appreciation as an instructional objective even if

this quality totally eludes acceptable measurement procedures. If

objectives A, B, and C are specified and agrded to in advance,, it is

conceivable that the rigorous devotee of behavioral objectives would

ignore phenomenon D as being irrelevant,' when in fact it might be quite

relevant. For example, suppose the subjectiatter is chemistry, tfiere

are three objectives,,fnd A, B, and 0, Aich involve conducting and

explaining'three experimdhts.. Suppose phenopaenon D isthe student's,

interes'E In doing further study. in' chemistry.. It is possible to succeed

An the three experiments, but in the process,squelch.any further interest

in chemi,try. On common-sense basis, most of us would not label this,

"success, // pite of the fact that the pre-specified objectives werer ,

met enttrdly. There is no, single ':correct pogition to.take here, but
,

the.ETV researcher should be sensitive to the strengths and weaknesses

of whatever position he does ultiltately take. See Stufflebeam;

%%16971) for -a mote detailed discussion. If ne understands:the concept.
.

of process (as presented, 0:g.,,in Berl°, 1960), he vill_understand that
.0

any/ETV program will

can be caught in any

probably hate multiple

RarticUlar measurement
-

which will have been planned for as progrim objectives, and only some

°of which will relate directly to,tho proOam sponsor's area '1'.f responsi4
.

bility. It follows .that gummative research cannot be exhaustive, but it
t s.,

should ,attempt t.o.- p'rovide evidence in the, categories that.arlk,Or should

effect'Z; ool&some of. which

effof4, and onlysime,

be most relevagoto the adminrstrattve decision required.
_

The fact that ideal,experimenfal conditions

ble to the administrat,ive researcher/evaluator working with ongoing
-

s

are rarely availa-
'

26
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pro6'eMsAceiLi4-gbt him 1!off t} e, he must still be accountable
. 04 : .0

,
- 4 ? .;C:1,- t I ,..;VP .,.. . ,

, .

, .

.
for the interpretability of his dats;: he Must still answer questiOnS-

1 .'

4 such as the Following:

1. What assurance cid we have that effect Y was-clue to X

and not due to something else? Why should weqinter-

pret your data the way you do

2. .What assurance do we have thalt'the eihdente is consis-

,t.ent and stable? Why should we accept your measures

ds reliable and valid?
Svp

3. On what, basis can you generalize beyond the specific

units you measured?

_Experimental logic or some form of an alternative approximation of

experimental laic is needed to handle such questions.

6

Given the need for rigor, such as 'Scientific experimental

design provides, and given the
near-impossibility (or at least great,

difficulty) of employing true experimental designs in ETV summative

4

research, what are the alternatives? A workable general principle would

be to-understand the logic,of the true scientific experiment and-then to

make as cldse an approximation to that degree'of control as9data utility,

the test situation, and research resources wilt allow. Such a6general

policy should help guide the ETV researcher to generate optimal realis-

tic designs in a number of different settings. While there is a great

amount of literature oh experimental designs, there is considerably

-.

less on the appro4cimations so frequently required in ETV summative

research. In the search for alternatives, the reader should find the

following references helpful: Belson (14/? Blalock (1964); Campbell

(1969); Camp ell and Stanley,(1963);-Webb et 1966).

27



Cross Media Studies as Summative Research /Evaluation

In the fifties and 'sixties there emerged'a category of ETV
.

--research-ids-V1401eised instruction was compared t,o "conventibnal"

instruction. These are sometimes called 'the "TV vs..face-to-lace'

studies, and they number-several hundred. Summary references to these

studies can be found in Lumsdaine and May (1965); Reid and MacLennan

(1907);' and Chu Atynchramm.(1967).. In, terms of the research categories

being used in this chapter (basic research, plus four categoriOs of

administrative research), many of the "TV vs. face-to-face" studies

would have to be classified as summative research. The "IV vs. face-to-

face" studies hame been repeatedly and severely criticized on both

methodological and conceptual grounds (see, e.g., MacLean, 1962;

Stickell, 1963; Kittross, 1967; Mielke, 1968,0 1971), and indeed, such

cross-media comparisons are now rare.

. To judge the adequacy of a niehodology is to check on such

features as the, research design employed, the degree to which assump-

tions of statistical tests were met, and the like. Although admittedly

diffic4t to apply in on-going processes such as schoolroom classes,

rigor is not difficult to recognize, in the sense that it is de-

fined by rather widely accepted criteria. On methodological grounds

alone, Stickell (1963) found only 10 of oci comparisons of "TV vs. face-

-to-face" to be "interpretable.".

'It is somewhat more difficult to judge the adeqUacy,of the

question asked in the first place. Basic research seeks to test's

rationale or theory. Good basic research questions are formed so as to

conceptualize clearly a reason for expecting one variable (or set of

variables) to have a demonstrable influence or effect on another

2E3
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variable (or set of varAables). The "TV vs. faCI-to-face" studies have

been ImpreAsively lacking in such rationales, and they have made little

if any contribution to basi theory..

, 0Buoloratory xes arch, Which is pre.;theoretic, seeks to dis-
s

cover stable relationships among variables so that iatiOnblde.for,these.,,- .

relationships can subsequently be derived and tasted. Good exploratory

research questions are therefore questions that, have a high or reason-

able probability of payoff, finding stable relationships that

can be explainert with a scientific theory. For example, Consider the

scientific study of weather. For exploratory research'op the weather

to lead to general theories and principles of weather phenomena, at

least two things must happen: (1) theoretically relevant factors about

the weather must be'observed in the first place; and (2) these observe-

tionvmust be made systematically and with enough.precision to allow

patterns and relationships to become, noticeable. The same reasoning

holds for ETV-related phenomena. Both lack of precision and lack of

theoretic potential have plagued the "'IV vs. face-to-face" studies, and

little in the way of new or modified theory has emerged as their.result.
ti

Administrative'research serves administrative requixements
11

rather than 'theoretic requirements (although the-se two requirements can

sometimes be found to be closely associated). The good administrative

research question is one that serves well the needs of the administrative

decision maker. Even here, the utility of the "TV vs. face-to-face"

studies is lacking. They serve no obvious background, formative, or

policy research function; and their summative research function is

severely'limited by some of the specific problems discussed below.

These historical problems with "TV.vs. face -to- face" studies illustrate

[7.
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pitfalls in rationale and procedure, that can be repeated in new settings

bf OvriTAative,research in ETV.

A . "Ts TV 'as good mss' face-to-face?" is a poorly conceptual-

ized question. fossible 'reasons for expecting TV to better" (e.g.,

e released time for lep-on preparation;', ability to "show directly"

rath r than "talk about"; distributing the best instruction. to all
.

students; etc.) or possible Keasonsor expecting TV to be "WOrsen-

(e.g., inability of students to question the television teacher directly;

inability to'adjust lesson pacing to the deeds:of individual students;

etc.) might be useful factors to study, because they deal directly With

characteristics, correlates, or consequences of the television medium

or the television system. To ask the unrefined comparative question,

however, is to ask w ther unknown package A is better or worse than

unknown package B; matter what the. "answer" is, it will be very

difficult to understand,lexplain, utilize, or. generalize.

B. The more the two treatment conditions are matched, the

1
less realistic either condition. 'The 'more the TV and face-to-face

groups are actually matched on all factors except the type of Alediation,

the less freedom there is\for either form of instruction to do what it

can do best. Conversely, the more each form or system of instruction

eXploits its'unique potential, the more difficult or impossible the two

become to compare and analyze scientifically. Conceptually, the problem

of scientific assessment becomes amplified if TV is but one component of

an innovative system, as is ehq case, for example, in Great Britain's.

Open-University (Smith, 1972). Pontially, this introduces a,double-

edged 'problem of'-(a) not being able to detect an effect'unless the

entice system is activated; and (been not being able to attribute

3.0
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effects to specific components in the system, 4Ircir-as television. The

final report of the National Project for the:Improvement of-Televised

Instruction, 1965-1968, notes:

. . in any compl x situation, if only one variable

is changed, no significant difference results. This

is why the sverall improvement to AMerican education,

after ten to fifteen,years of ""spat" innovations, has

been relatively small (Toward a Significant Difference,

undated-t,apoxt, p: 36).
60.

The other side of the dilemma is articulated by Guttentak
,

(tp7.1) who.

writes:

In contrast to an experimental study, a researcher

evaluates the effect o a programme.. . . not the

effect of a variable. Programmes, however, consist

of a multitude of bits'and pieces. They are the

inverse of the carefully defined and manipulated

single variables of the experimental' paradigm

(p. 76).

C. Even when each method is free to exploit what it does best,

the selection of the "effects" to be measured (the dependent variables)

frequently cannot reflect differences that well be present. In part,

this Problem relqtes, to
the'problems of specifying behavioral objectives.

A

discussed earlier. Just because an effect cannot currently be specified

and measured does not mean that it is irrelevant. Just because an effect

was not measured does not mean that the effect did not exist. On meas-

ures of cognitive le rning, one will typically find no statistically

significant difference SD) between the TV and face-to-face groups.

Other studies also fin with home study groups eneother forms of

instruction. One could eit argue that (a) the measures of cognitive

learning (typically paper-penci easures of tactual recall),t p,an'

impressively robust quality fn a variety of settingd; or (b) such meas-

ures are simply insensitive tapthe'r differences that do'exist. -L t the

31-
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P
researcher examine such an instrument designed to test c\ gnitive

A

learning and ask himself if there is any gpodreasatiEb expect a TV

group, a face -to -face group, a radio group, a correspondence study

group, etc., to have a marked advantage' in completing such a
P
test

successfully. If the answer is "no," then that particular instrument

-is probably not well suited to detect possible differences among

various methods of instruction' such as ielevisiT

What might some of the elusive differences be i.e.,

effecWthigt would probably elude traditional tests of cognitive

achievement? No special case is made for t s particular illustraef4

list of effects, except the argument (a) thatNthese factors would not.

be included in a typical "learning" assessment; (b) that such effects

could be of critical importance to the success of an ETV program; and

(c) that there ''are situations where TV could conceivably hold a dis-

tinct advantage on such factors. Consider these possible effects:

1. ability to relate and apply thadnformation

to one's-own life (Given a dramatic TV presentation, perhaps a student

could identify with a TV character and be greatly affeCted on this

factor.)

te.g. Roper,

attributed to

2. credibility of the information (Some studies

1969) indicate that differing credibility leVels are

various media.)

3. impact on attitudes and values(In a communica-

tion with persuasive intent it is usually possible to "learn" the

various arguments presented without changing opini.on.)

4. amount of status or,prestige attributed to the

,.instructor (A frequent phenomenon is that prestigeis associated with

32
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a pearance on TV,)-

O

5. amount of incidental learning that took place

The combined audio and video channels of television typically provide

s wealth'of information considered incidental or unrelatc.: to the major

thrust. of the lesson, atJeast as defined by teachers. As anyoneknows

1/410 has spoken

ial amOunt of

with yo g children who have been 'exposed to a'substan-

entertOinment TV programming, however ,
such incidentalsuch

learning-can be significant.)

list could be greatly extended, but these few entries can

'herve to illustrate non-obvious effeotS\that could escape notice if the

only opportunity to register an effect wa a cognitive learning metwe.

Even if each media system exploits what it do s best, this may remain

unknown, and unappreciated if the criterion tests are insensitive to

unique contributions of each system.,

D. In "TV vs. face-to-face" studies ,there an implicit

assumption that the criterion for TV to "measure a to" is. traditional

instruction. Such a comparison does not ask whether the traditional

instruction is satisfactory in the first place, nor does such a compari-

son serve any dia ostic function for either group.

In the more general field of educational evaluation, group

comparisons have been similarly. .criticized by Cronbach (1963). How-

ever, S ven (1967) still argues that when the administrator wants to

know if method A Is "better" than method B, the direct comparison is

the best way to find out. Scriven argues that. demonstrated superiority

of version A can allow a series of useful administrative'decisions even

f it is unknown whz. version A was superior'and even if-A was compared

to B as an expedient because-no absolute scalg orevaluction for A was

33
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available. For the ETV situati6, the weight of experience in evalu-

k,

ative reaearah would seem to be against reviving the comparative study

of TV vs. face-to-face, but this wauld'not rule out the comparative

study of TV version A vs. TV versiglIn B (e.g., Cropper and Lumsdaine.,

1961) which would more nearly sati fy the criteria of experimental

, design.

Policy Research

. . .if television is,c
highly desirable that t
control television'shou
and the extent of these

\how they come about. S

the writer to be essent
trol the television med
society (Belson, 1967,

,

The four.categories of

in Apia. chapter (background resea

research) correspond roughly and

of Oresearch developed by Belso

hensitility research, effects of

research. Of the four, the fit

of "policy research" and Belson

tive research can be conceptuali

"recycling" detision-making (Stu

research would be providing inpu

general societal level.

Many ptilicy issues inv

primarily because of the ma nit

tude of investment in hardware,

tude of the =omit of time devot

nging its viewers, it is
eEublic and those who
d be aware of the nature'
changes and of tisely
ch informatiOn s ms to
al in any attempt to con-
um in the interests of
. 227).

TV'aianistrative ximOich4discussed

ch, foi:mative, summative, and policy

imprecisely with the four categories

(1967): planning research, compre-

pecific programs, and social impact

probably best between our category

'social impact" category. If summa-

ed as feeding into administrative

flebeam, et al., 1971), then policy

to recycling decisions at a more

g television becoMe policy issues

of TV-felated.phenomena. The magni-

the magnitude of TV's reach, the magni-

ed to watching TV, the magnitdde of the

34 .
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opportunities rf,TV is used creatively and wisely -- these magnitudes

raise serious policy issues that transcend the broadcasting organiza-

tion. Indeed, such policy issues extend to the highest levels of

government and other soCietal institutions. ti

Sometimes, in response to.qrticulated-problems and needs,

policy research is-commissioned by'policy-responsible groups such as
r.

government. The U.S. Government, for example, has in the last few

1.:

years received reports from such commissions as: .

1. The Commission on Instructional Technology (1970);
r
I

2. The Commission on Obscenity and Pornography (1970);

3. ,Tbe Surgeon General'sReport on Television and Social I:

v
,

.ft

BehaViot4(1971).
r:

/ "
A.

In varying degrees, such reports, which tend to be combinations Of
,

.
.

..
4,w9o'l'

research repots 'add expert tutt9ony, haVe influenced policy:in
z,4.

g.13;ra .;
. .

. .. . .,. /
..

communication, although the level of influence is rarely as greai'ad

that -advocated by social scientists. ',' 4.,.
. '

,
Sustained monitoring/evaivation of media performance(see, -

43

, 4

e.g., Lasswell, l972-, could be an example of policy researchr Noma.'
4

obvious effects of mass communication (e.g., effects on physical well- 0,

-:- r

being, eating habits, church attendance, amount of conversation, etc.)

frequently have policy.implications much broader than°the domain of any

particular ETV I3rogram, Such policy-relevant effects would, in Lazars-.

feld's (1971) view, have long-range repercussions. A long-range

;

repercussion means an effect that is not only sustained over time, but

one that "also spreads out into the social field: an effect may act

not only on one person but on several and, finally, on entire instItu-

tions as, 'fox example, on educatian" (p.

35
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10 the general and idealized case, the advocate for'policy,

research would be an advocate for basing policy on fact, for empiric-

ally testing many premises and assumptions of policy statement's.' If

grounded in scientific method,'such a policy research advOcatewuld

already have analytic experience with the concepts of multiple cause-
.

tion and multiple of eCts,..so he:would avoid oversimplification of

policy-issues. a policy' research advocate would be willing. to change

pOlicias on the basis of new evidence in approximately the same way

that scientist' would be willing to revise theories on the basis,of knew

evidence.

Fil Notes

No matter how frustrating the recluiretents of experimental

rigor may be to_the administrative researcher, an experimental,type

of question will only yield toan experimental type of procedure and

logic .

a true experiment of some ,approximation to an experiment).
,

4 ,:j
If one would reje4 the experimental logic; he would, to his impoverish-

.

ment, also have to reject the type, of questions which only experimental

logic can deal witty On' the other hand,
,
no matter howliuch the general

rigor or generalitabilitY of evaluation studies may be criticized'by

the-basic researcher, experim ntal, methodology simply cannot tope

realistically with many admini trative questions and problems. If one .

would reject all'questions that Ore not derived from a general theory

and that will yield,to an experimental design, ile.7iiza-m be turning

many administrative decisions over to, tradition and guesswork. The

administrative decisions must,beliade, with or without research data

input.

3 6
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1\
a ii major judgmental issue, then,,is to decide what question

it ft that must be answered: Once this is determined, pethodological

choices are at least'partially delimited. Superiority or inferiority

of a research method cannot be

it can be established in terms,

Given thisview, debate on the

established as an inherent quality, but

of performance in answering the question.
,

relative merits of "basic" vs. applied"

research per se, or "formative" vs. "summative" evaluationi per se, will

be recognized as generally futile. Real world problenis will pose 'a
r-N

variety Of questions; requiring"a variety of research methods in re-

sponse.

As a means,of.tying together the considerable varietyof

analyses and arguments on ETV research presented in this chapter, con-

sider a" hypothetical 'case of a decision to produce a TV series on sub-

ject"X. From a very large set of possible questions, a few representa-

tive questions have been conjectured, here il1ustrate both the rele-

vance andointerdependenceof various research puts. Brief comment

will follow each question or .set of questions.

Q. 1.-a: WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT SihJECT X?

Q. 1-b: WHY DO PEOPLE HAVE THE BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES

DO ABOUT X?

Q. 1-c: HOW RESISTANT TO CHANGE SHOULD WE EXPECT THESE

BELIEFS AND ATTITUDE4 TO BE?

0/4

These thfee illustrative questions,re lect.the need for a theoretic

it 3..

. grasp of the subject matter as well as a theoretic grasp of the rela-,

---,,,,,,
,

tionship of the-audience to the subject matter. Basic researChjnay not

be the typiCai mission of the ETV earcher assigned to a broadcast
-,

operation, but basic research-and'tcientifid theories founded on such

37



research can be very useful for practical decision-making in ETV.

Suppose "subject X" s malaria, and ETV is being considered as an

instrument.tb wage's nation-wide campaign against malaria. Imagine

the difficulty or evern futility of trying,to implement a TV campaign

intheabsermealmcrgnorassumed,answers to these three questicins.

The real issue is pr=lbably whether the operating assumptions of the

ETV programmer are o = are not to be supported by scientific theory

and basic research._

LI

Q. 2: WRA: ARE THE COMMUNICATION HABITS OF THOSE MOST

IN SEED OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT X?

This kind of backgrcr_Lmd research can be very useful to the ETV pro-

grommet. /At a commoz. sense level, such background research helps one

to avoid certain pitfalls; e.g.:

A) If the target audience cannot read, don't depend,

printe program suppLements;

B) If the "target audience is in bed at 10 o'clock, don't

schedule your progra= for 10 o'clock;

C). If the target audience is most fluent in dialect B,

don't broadcast your program in dialect A.

In a positt_ve vein, knowledge of c ication habits-can be

critical in planning general strategy, as exemplified very well in

some of the work doe by Harold Mendelsohn (1968; 1969;"1971). If the

vast majority of the target audience already is exposed to television

broadcasts, that is an important and positive flictor in, favor of using

television for the campaign or social development program on subject

X. If the target a :fence reliably seeks advice on subject X from a

certain person or a zartain institution, it implies to the TV strategy
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t

planner that the help of. this 'certain person or institution should be

enlisted from the beginning. The general thesis here is that the ,

target audience never exists in a vacuum; it always operates in a

complex soda/ system, and the objective is to work as compatiblyos

possible with, rather than against, the audience's existing social

system and habit pattert-

Q. 3: CAWTHE NATURE AND POTENTIAL OF THE TV MEDIUM BE

USED TO ANY SPECIAL ADVANTAGE FOR INFORMING THE Y

I'TARGET AUDIENCE ABOUT X?

This question could be Overlooked by the planner who conceptualized TT--

_-
primarily as an efficie t distribution seen 0 loos 'approach to

ri:44 :121

4

the potential_off-tha ediun lies in an examination of production capac-

.

ities. Of the doz ns of things that a creative producer can do with
\ or4 ,i

.......

'' , TV, '14.,hich can ed,with greatest artistic.or pedagogical' advantage?
_____-----i

Slowmotion, rapid motion, time-lapse photOgraphy, instant repl and

multiple images are just a few of the tools at the disposal of the TV

(or film3 producer/directorLthat are not commonly available in other

'media. Planning with sensitivify to the medium will include conscious

consideration of the .unique m sage design features made possible by

rkth medium. For an analysi of media characteristics and their impli-

cations for message design, see Bretz (1969). Perhaps a less obvious,

A3proach to the nature of the Tedium and its potential advantages for

programming about subject X would be through a. ociological/psychologi-
.

ealeanalysis of the TV receptionenvironment. Sometimes a weakness

64)
from one point of view can be a strength from another. For example,

Palmer (1969) notes that in the Sesame Street series a po ntial dis-\

advantage (being unable to provide immediate corrective feedback) was
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at least partially "offset by 'a corollary advantage

313".

progralfis were

not threatening; poor performance Was. not ridiCULedor p(inished).

When viewing is done in small,
private groups, a' person may belerilling,

'to receive instruction or, other communication on topics that/he or/ .
she would be unwilling or too embarrasseds-to receive in a more public

setting.
* For example, topics related

eto personal, hygiene, sex educa-
tion, and venerear

disease'might be able to exploit the nature of tele-. , ,

vision rather than be handicapped by it.
1

N)Q. 4- WHAT ARE REALISTIC OBJECTIVES FOR A 7 SERIES ON X?
Q. 4-b:' HOW CAN THESE BE TRANSLATED

INTO,PROGRAKMING'

CONCEPTS?

The problem is. not only to'ditermine the objectives and curriArl*
which requires knowledge of the subject matterter 'and its relationship

//
\

.
`with ...,.,with the

learner, but to determine
realistic objectives and

curriculum for television programs. This adds the rkuitementbriefly
discussed above in-Q. 3: knowledge !A/the nature and potential Of the
television medium. For example, this req rement was recognized in

v,
the planning seminars when the children's program Sesame Street -was

being conceptualized, as reportedsby'llesser (1972)e

.Early in our discuesionswe did not al.low,our-,
selves to.be'constrained by what the production staffthought feasible in the production of a show. But aswe came to setting priorities this became(a primaryconcern. The creative producers.and write s remindedus that our task.was the concrete and pracei al oneof constructing a set of educational goals eh could
be,understood clearly and converted into actual tele.vision programming. They, were especially insist ntwhen other seminar partiCipants used esoteri.c jargon.'On these occaaions, the s akf bled a Greek

-chorus,. intoning irepeated you mean by,that? What do you mean hx 234). ; ,

sfs

I 5.
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Questions 3 and 4 represent:types ot questions and issues that need to
C

be grappled with in-the administrative process; they do not necessarily
1

require the execution of original research, although original research

would be entirely, appropriate.: In the category scheme used in this
t-

chapter, such research would probably be considered a very early stage

of formative research.

A. 5: OF FIVE AVAILABLE TALENTS, WHICH ONE WILL THE TARGET
0

AUDIENpE\PIND MOST INTERESTING AND CREDIBLE?,

This question is intended,toi represent a host_ of situations where the

ETV administrator must make.a selection from a finite set of realistic

options. SuppOse a station is trying out five newscasters for a single

position. Formative research .can provide data input to be considered

alongside other inputs irithe decision- making process (that is, the

decision on whith*newscaster to hire.will undoubtedly be based on more

factors than interest and credibility ratings). TO the(theorist, this

question' would have little interest bequse the variable represented by

the five options cannot be interpreted in a theoretically meaningful

sense.. To an experimentalist this question would also have little

interest because the five choices do not constitute a manipulable

variable;-the- question asked is,not an experimental kind of'question,

such as,what is the effect of

,

probably agree also that the question is no profound, but,he would see

that.a decision had to be made, and that he could contribute to the

on Y. The formative researcher would

rationality,qf that decision by providing evidence. The, question seems
_

to call for some form-df survey i ietho ogy. The "formative researcher

now faces:a-serieSfof sub-decitions: .how much time and money Cgrthe

devote to answering the4qu,estion "and.,, withiv-those constraints; how. ,

.

.. .



mach time and money should he devote to answering the question -? 'If'

'the ,hiring a cision must be made tomorrow, an elaborate survey is, of
course., out of the question.

If there is time,. the survey may be ruled,0

.out by lack of budget.
If 'time and budget, it may be ruled out or com-

prpOmised as a valu judgment on the relative imiportance'of this ex6en-.

diture versus other anticipated expenditures for the formative research
bhdget later on. Almost by definition, the formative researcher' deals

continuously in comp.() Ise.'

Q. 6: BEFORE THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM ON X IS RELEASED

FOR BROADCAST, WHAT REASONS DO 'I HAVE TO SUPPOSE'

THAT THE TARGET AUDIENCE WILL FINMIT APPEALING,

INOFFENSIVE, COMPREHENSIBLE, MEMORABLE, AND

EFFECTIVE?

A number of questions have been grouped into the single question above
'because it represents a broad and iMportant Brea of formative research:

program pretesting and improvement. Such'formative research is eme,

pirical in the sense that it seeks to test assumptions. If a writer,

feels that a certain critical scene wilt; as desired, be very funny,

the formative researcher can try it out on a test audience and see if
anybody laughs. Such formative research is pragmatic in the sense

that irecomnendations will be based on whit has or has not worked

successfully, as determined irom all available sources, even if this

is not vet fully'understood in a theoretiCal sense. Such pretesting4"; 74

can be over the specific
terminal objectivesforthe program or series;

it can be directed towers a series of prerequisite or instrumental
,

\

,objectives such as attention and comprehension; and it can serve as a

warnig system for other problems totally unanticipated, such as an

71.1444TIIIMOOMMIIIW."
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unintentional but offensive violaticWof cultural norms.
,

Q. 7-h: DID THE TARGET AUDIENCE REACH THE DESIRED

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE GR'I&WLEDGE
ABOUT "X

BY THE END OF kHE SERIES?

Q. .7-b: WHAT WOUL6THE TARGET AUDIENCE HAVE KNOWN ABOUT

X IF THE' TV SERIES 'HAD NOT BEEN SHOWN?`

, Answers to these questigns are somewhat like the final score in a game:
.theyy;indicate whether'you won. ox lost. Achieving program objectives' is
the goal toward which all the theorizing, ,background research, and .pre-

.

,tenting have been%directed.
The simplistic.athletic analogy breaks

down rapidly as actual complexities
are considered, such as the variety

of objectives and the variety of measurement approaches.that might be

applied to a program. For example; the administraigr may know that he

succeeded en criterion 4 know thai he failed on criterion B; be forced

to relymn expert opinion on how he 'did on criterion C;, be unable to

afford to find out h0 he actually did on criterion D; and have no idea
how he did on criterion E. If the program is expensive and/or contro-

versial, there will probably be critics actively searching for negative

evidence and finding fault with the sunmative research report.

. The "Four R's" for sur;mative research
might be called Rigor,

.Relevance,,Realism and Reapongibility. These values do not necessarfly

call forth the same'. kinds of activity.i (Although no special questions

were generated to illustrate policy research, the "Four R's" apply,

equally well to policy research.) Rigor seeks unequivocal results.

Relevance demands that the answers be useful to actual decision needs.

Realism recognizes that many beneficial reforms and innovations depend
r1

on political values as well as scientific values. Responsibility tries

43



to find out what is happening and what could happen, so that a thor

ropghly considered value system can direct the choice of what

and will happen. A sensitivity to all four of these values is

reflected in the following statement by Campbell (1969):

What is . . . essential is that the sdcial
scientist research advisor understand the
political realities of the situation, and
that he aid by helping create,a public demand
for hard-headed evaluation, by contributing to
those political inventions that reduce the
,liability of honest evaluation, and by educating
future administrators to the problems and possi-
bilities (p. 409).

6

4,

44
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